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Basin, East Flank of Rincon Mountains, Pima County, Arizona
[Text to Accompany 1:24,000 Map]

William R Dickinson, Department of Geosciences, University of Arizona
July, 1998
The trace of the Martinez Ranch fault, which delineates the steep eastern flank of
the Rincon Mountain~, was mapped northward for 30 kIn from the 1-10 freeway near the
hamlet of Mescal to the eastern shoulder of Mica Mountain at the head of Deer Creek.
Mapping was extended eastward to include the Happy Valley basin of Neogene gravels,
and tiltblocks of an extensional allochthon exposed beneath Happy Valley basin fill where
the allochthon lies structurally above the San Pedro detachment fault capping exposures of
the mylonitic lower plate of the Catalina core complex. The field mapping, at larger scale
(1 :24,000) than other mapping published to date, was undertaken to understand better the
influence of post-detachment normal faulting on the configuration and morphology of the
Catalina core complex (Dickinson, 1991). The legend for the accompanying geologic map
is appended to the text (p. 16).

Martinez Ranch Fault Overview
A central segment of the Martinez Ranch fault 15 km long was mapped as an
unnamed structure by Drewes (1974), who later termed its northernmost segment the
"Happy Valley fault" (Drewes, 1977). On a subsequent regional map, Drewes (1980)
applied the name Martinez Ranch fault to the entire structure, and Dickinson (1991,
1992) adopted that usage, although the alternate name "Happy Valley fault" had been
used for the same structure in a preliminary compilation (Dickinson, 1987, Map Sheet
#15). The name Martinez Ranch fault is preferred here because complex faulting, as
described below, affects geologic relations around Happy Valley, and the term "Happy
Valley fault" might easily acquire ambiguous connotations. The old Martinez Ranch was
located at the confluence of Martinez Wash with Cumaro (=Cumero) Wash or Canyon at
the southeasternmost tip of the Rincon Mountains (see accompanying map), and the fault
trace, masked locally by alluvium, passes within 150 m of the ranch site, now closed to
public entry by a locked gate.
The net strike of the fault is almost due north-south, with the block on the eastern
side faulted down with respect to the high Rincon Mountains on the west. The dip could
be estimated with confidence in only two places: (a) in the high roadcut on the south side
of the eastbound lanes of the 1-10 freeway, where the fault dips ~70° east as a rubbly shear
zone between shattered but subhorizontal Neogene gravel in the hanging wall and steeply
dipping interbedded sandstone and shale of the Bisbee Group (Lower Cretaceous) in the
footwall, and (b) in the ravine midway between hills 4667 and 4678 on benchland spurs
just west of Miller Flat in Happy Valley where deflection of the fault trace by topography
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("veeing" downcanyon) indicates an eastward fault dip of ~55° between bedrock of the
Catalina core complex forming the footwall and dissected Happy Valley basin fill of the
hanging wall. The latter figure is comparable to the dip (50°-55°) of the tectonically
analogous Pirate fault along the western flank of the Santa Catalina Mountains
(Dickinson, 1994), and is probably representative of the subsurface dip of the
Martinez Ranch fault below the reach of surficial fractures .

Catalina Core Complex Basement
Variably mylonitic basement rocks (bee) of pre-mid-Oligocene age in the Catalina
core complex, exposed in the Rincon Mountains west of the Martinez Ranch fault and in
the Little Rincon Mountains east of the fault, are undifferentiated on the accompanying
geologic map but include Lower Proterozoic Pinal Schist, megacrystic Middle Proterozoic
granite of the Oracle-Ruin suite, and peraluminous Eocene (-Oligocene) leucogranite of
the Wilderness suite (Dickinson, 1991, p. 10-11, Table 1, p. 21-22). Drewes (1974)
locally mapped granite of the Oracle-Ruin suite as "Continental Granodiorite", and granite
of the Wilderness suite as "quartz monzonite of Wrong Mountain", later named "Wrong
Mountain Quartz Monzonite" (Drewes, 1977), and as "granodiorite of Happy Valley". A
mid-Oligocene U-Pb age of ~30 Ma (Gehrels and Smith, 1991) for a peraluminous pluton
in the Little Rincon Mountains southeast of Happy Valley is the youngest age yet reported
for the Wilderness granite suite, which typically yields emplacement ages of 55-45 Ma
(Dickinson, 199 1; Force, 1997).

Core-Bounding Detachment Fault
Following past convention, different segments of the Oligocene-Miocene
detachment fault that bounds basement rocks of the Catalina core complex are designated
as Catalina detachment fault on the south flank of the Rincon Mountains west of the
Martinez Ranch fault, and as San Pedro detachment fault (Lingrey, 1982) near Happy
Valley and flanking the Little Rincon Mountains east of the Martinez Ranch fault. The
metasedimentary carapace (Davis, 1980) of the Catalina core complex is shown separately
on the accompanying geologic map where it forms a bold ridge lying structurally subjacent
to the Catalina detachment fault west of Martinez Ranch, but no attempt was made during
this project to map narrower slivers of carapace rocks present locally beneath the San
Pedro detachment fault north of Happy Valley.

Happy Valley Allochthon Remnant
Along the northern side of the Happy Valley depression, eroded tiltblocks of an
extensional allochthon lying structurally above the San Pedro detachment fault form ridges
and spurs within and flanking the drainage of Mesquite Canyon. The normal faults that
controlled development of the tiltblocks abut downward against the detachment fault, and
are here termed supra-detachment normal faults. The tiltblocks expose Lower Proterozoic
Johnny Lyon Granodiorite basement (Xjl) overlain unconformably by Paleozoic strata
(Pzs), which in turn are capped unconformably but concordantly by beds of the Oligocene
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Mineta Formation (Tmi). Drewes (1974) inferred that the Mineta Formation, which he
mapped as Pantano Formation, overlaps the San Pedro detachment fault, but steeply tilted
Mineta Formation, in common with underlying Paleozoic strata, is clearly truncated by the
detachment fault (Lingrey, 1982, p. 135, Fig. 40). Measured dips in the Mineta Formation
(36°-48°; n=7) record the same tilt as measured dips for the underlying Paleozoic strata
(36°_48°; n=7)
Exposures of Johnny Lyon Granodiorite in the Happy Valley allochthon were
mapped by Drewes (1974) as "granodiorite of Rincon Valley", from its similarity to
"Rincon Valley Granodiorite" (Drewes, 1977), as exposed in Rincon Valley across the
crest of the Rincon Mountains. Drewes (1974) noted, however, that the unit might be
correlative with the Johnny Lyon Granodiorite exposed along the eastern flank of the
Little Rincon Mountains and farther east across the San Pedro River, and Silver (1978)
later highlighted the close textural and mineralogical similarity oflocal exposures to type
Johnny Lyon Granodiorite (Cooper and Silver, 1964), concluding that a separate name
is unnecessary and inappropriate. Dickinson (1991) concluded that the allochthonous
"granodiorite of Rincon Valley" exposed in Happy Valley (Drewes, 1974) and "Rincon
Valley Granodiorite" exposed in Rincon Valley (Drewes, 1977) represent Johnny Lyon
Granodiorite displaced above and across the Catalina core complex along the combined
San Pedro-Catalina detachment system. For clarity, however, it is important to note that
isolated exposures of megacrystic granite mapped provisionally (with queries) by Drewes
(1977) as "Rincon Valley Granodiorite" in the eastern outskirts of Tucson north of the
nose of Tanque Verde Ridge actually represent the younger Oracle-Ruin granite suite
(Keith and others, 1980, p. 259-260; Dickinson, 1991, Fig. 14).
The Paleozoic succession above the Johnny Lyon Granodiorite along the ridge
between Turkey Creek and Mesquite Canyon includes multiple formations (Drewes, 1974)
that were not mapped separately during the present project. The basal contact between
Johnny Lyon Granodiorite and Cambrian Bolsa Quartzite on the east slope of the canyon
of Turkey Creek is locally disrupted by minor faulting but is a nonconformity where best
displayed, and in my judgment is not a thrust as previously mapped (Drewes, 1974). The
formational assignments of Paleozoic units on the ridges to the east and west of Mesquite
Canyon by Drewes (1974) imply that the strata form a single homoclinal tiltblock, but the
section is actually repeated, with two tiltblocks represented. The unconformity at the base
of the Bolsa Quartzite is exposed not only along the western flank of the ridge west of
Mesquite Canyon near Turkey Creek, but is repeated along the western flank of the ridge
east of Mesquite Canyon, with the latter contact also exposed along structural strike in the
headwaters of Mesquite Canyon (see accompanying map).
The eastern side of the Happy Valley allochthon is delineated by the County Line
fault (Lingrey, 1982), a post-detachment normal fault that brought the allochthon down
into Happy Valley with respect to sub-detachment rocks of the Little Rincon Mountains
on the east. The intersection of the County Line fault with the San Pedro detachment fault
is masked within the map area by alluvium and stream terraces along Paige Creek, but the
County Line fault clearly offsets the San Pedro detachment fault farther north off the map
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(Lingrey, 1982). To the south of Paige Creek, the mapped trace of the County Line fault
was extended toward Ash Creek, across a spur of the Little Rincon Mountains, as a
prominent and continuous photo linear through core-complex bedrock. By inference, the
County Line fault represents a generation of down-to-the-west normal faults younger than
the supra-detachment normal faults that are confined to the allochthon and terminate
downward at the detachment surface, but older than the down-to-the-east Martinez Ranch
fault that brought the Happy Valley allochthon down into Happy Valley with respect to
the highstanding Rincon Mountains on the west (Lingrey, 1982, Fig. 52).

Pre-Detachment Laramide Thrusting
The extensive exposures of Johnny Lyon Granodiorite lying east of the supradetachment normal fault that terminates exposures of Mineta Formation on the east are
thrust above strata of the Cretaceous Bisbee Group (Kbi), which also forms part of the
Happy Valley allochthon (Lingrey, 1982, Fig. 40). The structural stacking of basement
above Bisbee Group evidently reflects Laramide thrusting that preceded mid-Tertiary
detachment faulting (Lingrey, 1982, Fig. 52). The poorly exposed contact between Johnny
Lyon Granodiorite and a small outcrop of Bisbee Group adjacent to the Martinez Ranch
fault near Turkey Creek is interpreted as a segment of the same thrust contact that was
downfaulted by supra-detachment normal faulting within the Happy Valley allochthon.
Exposures of Bisbee Group are internally disrupted by cryptic structures, but the lack of
either bold outcrops or reliable marker beds frustrates attempts to define its internal
structure, which probably includes both folds and faults, the latter probably of multiple
generations. Most dips are comparatively gentle, but the same is true of Bisbee attitudes
east of the San Pedro River where isoclinal folds and overturned sections are known to be
present (Dickinson, 1986; Goodlin and Mark, 1987).
Analogous thrust segments that place Precambrian basement (Johnny Lyon
Granodiorite and/or Pinal Schist) above the Bisbee Group are exposed in the Kelsey
Canyon and Teran Wash areas (Palomas Wash thrust system) east of the San Pedro River
(Dickinson, 1986; Dickinson, 1987, Map Sheets #12 & #15; Dickinson, 1998, Map Sheet
#10), near the mouth of Paige Canyon at the northernmost extremity of the Little Rincon
Mountains (Lingrey, 1982, Fig. 3; Dickinson, 1987, Map Sheet #12; Dickinson, 1998,
Map Sheet #10), and in the drainages of Roble Canyon and Soza Canyon north of Happy
Valley along the eastern side of the Redington Pass structural saddle between the Rincon
Mountains and the Santa Catalina Mountains (Lingrey, 1982, Fig. 3; Thorman and
Drewes, 1981 ; Dickinson, 1987, Map Sheet #12). The present distribution of basementover-Bisbee thrust segments across an east-west span of22 km is interpreted here to
reflect the incremental displacement of a Laramide thrust system along the San PedroCatalina detachment fault and associated supra-detachment normal faults . The Palomas
Wash thrust system exposed east of the San Pedro River marks the autochthonous or
parautochthonous position of the disrupted structure beyond or near the breakaway zone
for the detachment system. All exposures of basement-over-Bisbee thrust segments west
of the San Pedro River occur within allochthonous rocks lying structurally above segments
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of the San Pedro or Catalina detachment fault (Lingrey, 1982; Krantz, 1983, p. 52-53;
Dickinson, 1991).

Happy Valley Mineta Formation
The steeply tilted beds of Mineta Formation (Tmi) overlying Paleozoic strata
within the Happy Valley allochthon form a thick succession (350-375 m, truncated at the
top by a fault) of dominantly conglomeratic strata containing, in variable proportions,
granitic clasts derived from Johnny Lyon Granodiorite and clasts of both limestone and
quartzite derived from Paleozoic strata. Although Drewes (1974) mapped the local
sequence as Pantano Formation, he noted that the strata are probably correlative with
the type Mineta Formation exposed only 10 km to the north along Canada Atravesadcr
(Dickinson and Olivares, 1987), and typical conglomeratic sequences are lithologically
indistinguishable from characteristic strata of the Mineta Formation (Dickinson, 1991, p.
59-64). The strata display neither the predominance of detritus derived from the Bisbee
Group nor the intercalated volcanic rocks characteristic of the Pantano Formation (Tpa)
exposed 20-25 km to the southwest and south of Happy Valley in Cienega Gap and at
the southern end of the map area (Balcer, 1984; Dickinson, 1991 , p. 89-90). The clast
assemblage is most similar, however, to that of nearby Mineta exposures in the type area
along Canada Atravesada (Dickinson, 1991, p. 87), for detritus derived from the Bisbee
Group is as abundant in exposures of Mineta Formation in Teran Basin (Grover, 1982,
1984; Dickinson, 1991, p. p.88), located east of the San Pedro River 20-25 km northeast
of Happy Valley, as in the Pantano Formation ofCienega Gap. The coarseness of Mineta
gravels suggest that the formation was deposited in multiple half-graben basins that tapped
varied local provenance terranes exposed across corrugated syntectonic paleotopography.
Mineta-Pantano sedimentological and geochronological relations remain uncertain
(Dickinson, 1991, p. 65), but the Mineta Formation is overlain, in both its type area west
of the San Pedro River and in Teran Basin east of the San Pedro River, by -27 Ma lavas
of the Galiuro Volcanics (Dickinson, 1991, Fig. 37), whereas -25 Ma lava is intercalated
within the Pantano Formation near the middle ofa section 1500 m thick in Cienega Gap
(Dickinson, 1991, Fig. 55). Conceivably, Mineta sedimentation may thus have entirely
preceded Pantano sedimentation, both in its type area (Dickinson and Olivares, 1987) and
east of the San Pedro River in Teran Basin and nearby Kelsey Canyon (Grover, 1982,
1984; Dickinson, 1986). This interpretation is seemingly supported by a recent Ar/Ar age
of26.5 Ma for tuff exposed near the base of the Pantano Formation near Anderson
Canyon approximately a kilometer west of the southern edge of the map area (lE.
Spencer and S.M . Richard, personal communication, 1998). Alternately, some lower part
of the Pantano Formation may be coeval with Mineta Formation, and the algal lacustrine
carbonate beds present in the basal 250 m ofthe Pantano Formation in Cienega Gap are
broadly similar to counterparts within the Mineta Formation of both the type area and
Teran Basin ..
The stratigraphic picture is complicated by the local presence of lenticular ash-flow
tuffs at the bases of both the type Mineta section north of Happy Valley and the Pantano
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section ofCienega Gap. The tuff at the base of the Pantano Formation has twice yielded
biotite K-Ar ages of ~34 Ma (Dickinson and Shafiqullah, 1989), unusually old for local
mid-Tertiary volcanic successions, whereas the more altered tuff beneath type Mineta
Formation has yielded a spurious K-Ar age of ~25 Ma (Scarborough and Wilt, 1979),
which is anomalous with respect to the K-Ar ages (~27 Ma) obtained for basal Galiuro
Volcanics overlying the Mineta Formation. Although thin gravel intervals underlie the ashflow tuffs in both instances, suggesting that the tuffs may be interbedded within lowermost
Mineta and Pantano beds, reworked tuff clasts also occur within gravels above the tuffs,
indicating that the tuffs could be distinctly older than the overlying Mineta and Pantano
sedimentary successions. The two tuffs are not mineralogically identical (C.A. Ferguson,
personal communication, 1998), and may represent unrelated eruptive events, in which
case the presence in common of basal ash-flow tuffs has no bearing on the relative ages
of the two formations . In any case, no ash-flow tuff lenses are present at the base of the
Mineta Formation as exposed in the Happy Valley area
Exposures of Mineta Formation within the Happy Valley allochthon are largely
pebble to cobble conglomerate, but cobble to boulder conglomerate containing clasts of
Johnny Lyon Granodiorite, and locally quartzite, as much as a meter in mean diameter, is
also widespread. An intercalated interval of redbed sandstone at least 10m thick occurs
just below the forks of Mesquite Canyon, and helps support the lithologic analogy with
Mineta Formation as exposed elsewhere. The dominant conglomeratic facies represents
deposition on an alluvial fan or coarse braidplain (Dickinson, 1991 , p. 50-52), whereas the
laminated sandstone reflects the local and temporary presence of a sandy braided stream
with planar bedforms in the upper flow regime.

M ineta Formation Megabreccia Deposits
The spur between the two principal forks of Mesquite Canyon exposes multiple
lenses and pods of shattered Paleozoic limestone surrounded by slopes almost entirely
mantled with gravelly slopewash but inferred to be underlain by conglomeratic Mineta
Formation. The limestone bodies are interpreted here as monolithologic debris-avalanche
megabreccia deposits intercalated as tongues of varying dimensions within alluvial fan
deposits of the Mineta Formation. In upper Mesquite Canyon, coherent but variably
disoriented bedding within megabreccia limestone shows that some intact blocks within
the megabreccia bodies have dimensions of at least 5 m. The alternative interpretation is to
view the shattering of the limestone as tectonic, related to movements along the subjacent
detachment fault, and to postulate multiple supra-detachment normal faults to explain the
intricate outcrop pattern of weathered gravelly beds and brecciated limestone. As the most
prominent megabreccia bodies occur adjacent to or near the supra-detachment normal
fault that bounds Mineta exposures on the northeast, syndepositional growth faulting may
have produced the paleotopography that induced debris avalanching into the local Mineta
basin. Origin of the puzzling limestone outcrops as sedimentary megabreccias is favored
here for the following reasons:
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(a) Beds of the Mineta Formation exposed along strike to the southeast in canyon
bottoms display monotonic northeasterly dips with no suggestion of dip reversals or other
structural complexities that might reflect the presence of supra-detachment faults .
(b) The brecciated limestone bodies display a range of internal meso scopic textures
typical of megabreccia masses that are interstratified with syntectonic mid-Tertiary strata
of the surrounding region (Yarnold and Lombard, 1989; Dickinson, 1991, p. 53; Yarnold,
1993): crackle breccia, jigsaw breccia, and recemented breccia (composed of triturated
carbonate clasts with abraded margins) are all abundant within the megabreccia outcrops.
( c) Brecciation produced disoriented limestone clasts and disaggregated fragments
of intraformational chert nodules, commonly dispersed in a matrix of fragmented limestone
but clast-supported locally, and the fragments of broken chert nodules are redistributed
randomly within brecciated limestone, without apparent concentration of cherty material
along seams or bands of sheared rock.
(d) The most prominent megabreccia body forming the ridge crest between the
forks of Mesquite Canyon is associated with conglomerate composed exclusively of
carbonate and chert clasts indistinguishable lithologically from limestone beds and chert
nodules within the megabreccia bodies, and interpreted as gravel derived from the same
source rocks as the megabreccias.
(e) Bedrock exposures of Paleozoic limestone on the ridges to the southwest and
northeast of the Mesquite Canyon drainage do not display comparable degrees of internal
shattering to the same pervasive extent, although disruption of bedding is common near
the detachment fault.
(f) In addition to the limestone megabreccias, a local lens of quartzite megabreccia,
perhaps 5-10 m thick on the west slope of upper Mesquite Canyon, is inferred to reflect
debris avalanching of Bois a Quartzite as well as younger limestone units off a paleoscarp.
Megabreccias have not been reported from any other exposures of the Mineta
Formation, although monolithologic sedimentary breccia composed exclusively of Johnny
Lyon Granodiorite clasts forms a northward-thickening basal submember of type Mineta
Formation exposed along Canada Atravesada (Dickinson, 1991, p. 87). Debris-flow and
debris-avalanche megabreccia composed almost exclusively of debris from the Johnny
Lyon Granodiorite forms the uppermost member ofthe Pantano Formation in Cienega
Gap (Balcer, 1984; Yarnold and Lombard, 1989; Dickinson, 1991, p. 55). Mid-Tertiary
debris-avalanche megabreccias of various lithologies are also common farther north within
the Oligocene-Miocene Cloudburst and San Manuel Formations of the San Pedro trough
(Dickinson, 1991).
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Martinez Ranch Fault Trace
F or much of the distance from the 1-10 freeway to Martinez Ranch, the Martinez
Ranch fault trace is well marked by a sharp contact between steeply dipping Bisbee Group
(Kbi), best exposed in freeway and railway cuts, and downfaulted strata of the midTertiary Pantano Formation (Tpa), but the fault surface itself is nowhere exposed. As in
Cienega Gap farther west, exposures of Pantano Formation include both conglomeratic
sedimentary beds and interbedded volcanic strata, largely andesitic to latitic lava of socalled "turkey-track" lithology typified by large plagioclase phenocrysts, but outcrops are
everywhere subdued in low hills lacking any steep declivities or sharp stream cuts. Pantano
strata dipping to the east at 45°-55° are overlain along a buttress unconformity, as are
strata of the Cretaceous Bisbee Group west of the fault, by subhorizontal Neogene
deposits, here termed "gravels of Mescal Divide" (Tgm), underlying Galleta Flat to the
east and uplands south of Agua Verde Creek to the west. The age of the "gravels of
Mescal Divide" is unknown, but magnetostratigraphic data for probably cohal strata
near Benson to the east (Fig. 4 of Smith, 1994) suggest a Pliocene age, in accord with the
view that the deposits are lateral equivalents of the basin fill of Sonoita Valley to the south
(Dickinson, 1991, p. 67).
North of the railway, but still south of Martinez Ranch, the fault trace is locally
masked by an extensive patch of streamfloor alluvium along Cumaro Wash, and just south
of Martinez Ranch the fault is an obscure contact, beneath the wash floor, between poorly
exposed Pantano Formation in both the hanging wall and the footwall . Pantano Formation
in the footwall of the Martinez Ranch fault locally forms the upper plate of the detachment
system bounding the southern margin of the Catalina core complex. Near Martinez Ranch,
the Martinez Ranch fault places the Pantano Formation of the hanging wall against both
mylonitic basement rock and the so-called metasedimentary carapace of the Catalina core
complex. The trace of the core-bounding detachment fault, mapped as the Catalina
detachment fault to the west and as the San Pedro detachment fault to the east, is offset
approximately 2 km horizontally across the Martinez Ranch fault, but the position of the
San Pedro detachment fault beneath covering "gravels of Mescal Divide" is controlled
only by the location of an isolated inselberg of upper-plate Johnny Lyon Granodiorite lying
6-7 km nearly due east of Martinez Ranch (Dickinson, 1987, 1991 , 1992).
Just north of Martinez Ranch, the fault brings "gravels of Mescal Divide" down
against basement of the Catalina core complex, but northward passes for some 7.5 km, to
the divide between the drainages of Ash Creek and Paige Creek, into basement of the core
complex, which forms highstanding Rincon Peak of the Rincon Mountains block to the
west and lower ridges of the Little Rincon Mountains block to the east. In the hanging
wall, the buttress unconformity between "gravels of Mescal Divide" and basement rock is
commonly difficult to locate because distinction between spheroidally weathered bedrock
outcrops and proximal bouldery gravel lying above the depositional contact is obscure on
poorly exposed slopes. For much of the 10 km from Martinez Ranch to the Ash-Paige
divide, the footwall block forms rugged escarpments standing above lower ground on the
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downthrown block. The bold footwall topography continues northward for another 5 km
where the fault system forms the contact between footwall basement and the Neogene fill
of the Happy Valley basin, here termed "gravels of Happy Valley" (Thv). West of Miller
Flat in Happy Valley, the western branch strand of the Martinez Ranch fault shown as
passing through basement rock of the core complex was mapped entirely on the basis of a
prominent photo linear at the foot of the abrupt escarpment of the Rincon Mountains. In
the upper reaches of Turkey Creek, northwest of Happy Valley, the Martinez Ranch fault
system incorporates an unexpected thrust wedge, discussed further below, that deforms
the hanging wall for a distance of approximately 2 km along the trend of the fault. North
of Turkey Creek, the Martinez Ranch fault extends several more kilometers into basement
rock of the Catalina core complex exposed on the eastern slopes of Mica Mountain.

Martinez Ranch Fault Displacements
Although the steep relief on the east side of Rincon Peak doubtless stems from
displacement of bedrock across the Martinez Ranch fault, tectonic movement entirely
predated development of the present topographic surface. No fault scarps occur anywhere
along the fault trace, which commonly crosses spurs without topographic expression.
Fault-line features including escarpments and furrow-like swales are present, however,
at intervals along the fault as a result, respectively, of differential erosion of contrasting
geologic units juxtaposed at the fault surface and of preferential erosion of crushed rock
produced by movement along the fault. The basin fill of Happy Valley occupies a dissected
half-graben, modified by antithetic faulting, that formed adjacent to the Martinez Ranch
fault and separates the Rincon Mountains from the Little Rincon Mountains to the east.
Displacement across the fault is difficult to specify closely, but bedrock on Rincon Peak
stands approximately 1500 m above the inferred base of Happy Valley basin fill, as the
latter is projected to the fault in the subsurface beneath the Happy Valley half-graben.
Relations at both the northern and southern ends of the mapped fault trace suggest that
displacement died out in both directions from the central segment of the fault.
On the south, the Martinez Ranch fault is apparently losing displacement as it
passes into or beneath the Neogene basin-fill "gravels of of Mescal Divide", as exposed on
a low spur just south of the 1-10 freeway. The fault probably continues with reduced offset
for 8-9 km south of the 1-10 freeway by curving to the south-southwest (off the map)
along the eastern flank of a line oflow bedrock inselbergs projecting from the piedmont
slope northwest of the Whetstone Mountains (Drewes, 1980; Richard and Harris, 1996).
The line of inselbergs declines progressively in prominence toward the south-southwest,
suggesting lesser fault offset toward the south. At the western foot of the northern
Whetstone Mountains, moreover, a prominent photolinear, which is almost exactly
along trend with the course of the Martinez Ranch fault to the north of the 1-10 freeway,
suggests possible fault movement down to the west (antithetic to the Martinez Ranch
fault), although the topographic break along the range front was not mapped as a fault by
Creasey (1967). On balance, the geologic features along strike with the Martinez Ranch
fault south of the 1-10 freeway imply crustal scissoring, with vertical movement decreasing
and eventually reversing southward.
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On the north, the Martinez Ranch fault evidently hinges out within bedrock of the
Catalina core complex near the head of Deer Creek northwest of Happy Valley. The upper
straight course of Deer Creek is a prominent photolinear following bedrock contrasts
across the fault (Drewes, 1977), but no bedrock offsets can be detected to the north along
strike across the eastern spur of Mica Mountain separating headwater drainages of Paige
Canyon and Soza Canyon (Thorman and Drewes, 1981). Farther north (off the map), the
eastern slope of Redington Pass, between the Rincon and Santa Catalina segments of the
Catalina core complex, exposes the north-south Espiritu Canyon fault (of Lingrey, 1982),
antithetic to the Martinez Ranch fault (down to the west) along a course lying 2-3 km east
of the projected trend of the Martinez Ranch fault. About 12 km north of the termination
of the Martinez Ranch fault at the head of Deer Creek, but directly along the projected
strike of the structure, another prominent antithetic fault delineates the abrupt western
flank of the Buehman Spur tiltblock (Dickinson, 1998, Map Sheet #8), which is located
midway between the Santa Catalina Mountains and the San Pedro River. On balance,
geologic features to the north of Happy Valley also imply crustal scissoring and ultimate
reversal of the sense of dominant fault displacements.
Turkey Hill Thrust Wedge
Northwest of Happy Valley, between Miller Canyon and Turkey Creek, a thrust
fault trending subparallel to the Martinez Ranch fault, but dipping approximately 35° to
the west, severely deforms the hanging wall of the Martinez Ranch fault, and locally brings
sub-detachment basement lying beneath the Happy Valley allochthon up against "gravels
of Happy Valley" representing Neogene basin fill. To my knowledge, the structure was
first detected by G.E. Gehrels while leading a field mapping class from the University of
Arizona, and my placement of the fault stems from a joint visit to its trace with him. The
fault is here termed the Turkey Creek thrust, and from the position of hill 5073 ("Turkey")
between the Martinez Ranch fault and the Turkey Creek thrust, the fault-bounded block
between the two faults is termed the Turkey Hill thrust wedge. Apparent upwarping of the
detachment fault within the thrust wedge, as revealed by Gehrels mapping at larger scale
than my own, implies that flexure as well as rupture of the hanging wall of the Martinez
Ranch fault accompanied the deformation.
The Turkey Hill thrust wedge is an unexpected feature for a hanging-wall block
adjacent to a normal fault where rollover anticlines or antithetic normal faults are more
typical, and reflective of extensional rather than contractional strain within the hanging
wall. The origin of the thrust wedge is uncertain but may be related to northward
scissoring of motion along the Martinez Ranch fault. As the downthrown Happy Valley
block rotated to scissor along the eastward-dipping Martinez Ranch fault, the kinematics
of local motion may have induced contractional strain along the edge of the block near the
structural hinge. The hinge point where displacement apparently dies out at the head of
Deer Creek lies less than 5 km north of the place where the northern end of the Turkey
Creek thrust terminates against the Martinez Ranch fault. The geometric relationship of
the two fault traces at that locality suggests that the Martinez Ranch fault actually cut and
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displaced the Turkey Creek thrust after movement on the latter had ceased, but to the
south the two faults seemingly merge at a low oblique angle where the Turkey Creek
thrust meets the Martinez Ranch fault in Miller Canyon. The geometric relationship of the
Turkey Creek thrust with the Martinez Ranch fault seems compatible with the hypothesis
that the Turkey Hill thrust wedge was generated by a transient phase of contractional
deformation near the hinge point as gradual lengthening of the Martinez Ranch fault
propagated crustal scissoring northward past Happy Valley.

Happy Valley Basin Fill
The "gravels of Happy Valley" (Thv) form the Neogene basin fill of a half-graben
basin backtilted toward the Martinez Ranch fault . Exposures on the west are limited by the
fault trace, but the sub-gravel contact to the east is everywhere depositional, although
shown erroneously as partly faulted on past regional maps (Dickinson, 1987, 1991, 1992).
On the north side of Happy Valley, the basin fill onlaps previously eroded tiltblocks of the
Happy Valley allochthon along a buttress unconformity, but near Paige Creek the subgravel contact overlaps the San Pedro detachment fault. Basin fill along the south side of
Happy Valley accordingly rests nonconformably on basement rocks of the Catalina core
complex along the western flank of the Little Rincon Mountains. The age of the "gravels
of Happy Valley" is unknown, but their structural position, by analogy with stratigraphic
relations along the San Pedro trough (Dickinson, 1991 , 1998), implies a post-midMiocene age, and their degree of dissection implies a probable Pliocene or older age.
Remnants of the "gravels of Happy Valley" capping the tiltblock of Paleozoic strata
exposed along the ridge between Turkey Creek and Mesquite Canyon show that the basin
fill rose to a higher level before dissection. The tiltblocks of the Happy Valley allochthon
were largely buried by the "gravels of Happy Valley" during basin filling, to be exhumed
subsequently during the present erosional regime.
Dips within most of the Happy Valley basin fill are poorly known from lack of
adequate exposures, but a cross-basin transect through the center of the basin along an
alignment defined by the lower courses of Miller Canyon and Turkey Creek shows that
bedding dips an average of 4° toward the Martinez Ranch fault, with perhaps a slight
tendency for attitudes to fan toward gentler dips at higher stratigraphic levels. The texture
of the fill generally coarsens toward the Martinez Ranch fault, with boulders as large as
2.5 m in median diameter weathering out ofbenchlands near the fault, but coarse bouldery
gravels also occur above the depositional contact on the eastern side of the basin. Within
the interior of the basin, cobble and pebble conglomerate are most common.
The "gravels of Happy Valley" are composed dominantly of variably mylonitic
detritus derived from the lower plate of the San Pedro-Catalina detachment system, and in
that respect differ markedly from the underlying Mineta Formation, which was derived
exclusively from rocks now restricted to the upper plate of the detachment system.
Sources were dominantly the upthrown Rincon Mountains block west of the Martinez
Ranch fault, supplemented by lithologically similar sources in the Little Rincon Mountains
to the east of Happy Valley. On the north flank of the basin, however, basal gravels of
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indeterminate thickness resting in marked angular unconformity on the Mineta Formation,
and dipping gently southward toward the basin center, contain an assemblage of upperplate clasts reworked from immediately subjacent Mineta beds.

Anomalous Basal Gravel Unit
To the northwest of Happy Valley, and well exposed in both main forks of Turkey
Creek, an anomalous basal unit (Thb) of sub angular pebble to cobble conglomerate in the
"gravels of Happy Valley" is composed almost exclusively of clasts derived from Johnny
Lyon Granodiorite and rests nonconformably on that basement unit of the Happy Valley
allochthon. The anomalous gravel unit, mapped by Drewes (1974) as "Tg", is overlain and
overlapped toward the southeast by more normal basin fill containing mylonitic clasts, and
is faulted against the Turkey Hill thrust wedge along the Turkey Creek thrust. The source
of the detritus was clearly the upper plate of the San Pedro-Catalina detachment system,
as exposed either within the Turkey Hill thrust wedge as that feature grew locally, or
across the Martinez Ranch fault before the upper plate of the detachment system was
stripped from the upthrown Rincon Mountains block. The uniformity of the clast
population in the anomalous basal gravel unit argues for a quite local source within the
Turkey Hill thrust wedge before Johnny Lyon Granodiorite was stripped from that
structural feature . If so, the Turkey Creek thrust can be viewed as a syndepositional
growth fault, and the upward transition from the granite-clast basal gravel unit (Thb) to
more typical mylonite-clast gravels of the main body of the "gravels of Happy Valley"
(Thv) can be interpreted to mark, in the sedimentary record, the time by which
allochthonous Johnny Lyon Granodiorite had been stripped from sub-detachment
mylonitic rocks of the Turkey Hill thrust wedge.
In the west fork of Turkey Creek, the contact between the lithologically anomalous
gravel unit composed of Johnny Lyon Granodiorite detritus and overlying beds containing
mylonitic clasts is gradational over not much more than a meter of section. In the east or
main fork of Turkey Creek, the contact is sharp and slightly discordant, with overlying
beds containing mylonitic clasts (Thv) downlapping toward the southeast above the beds
lacking mylonitic clasts (Thb). The contact relationships are inferred to reflect local scour
and fill within a continuously evolving alluvial fan complex adjacent to a belt of active
faulting.
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Appendix: Legend for Accompanying Geologic Map
A. Contacts: depositional contacts (light lines without ornament) and faults (heavy lines
with ornament) are dashed where approximate and dotted where either concealed beneath
younger sedimentary cover or eroded where projected above the ground surface; faults of
different types and ages are denoted by ornament as follows :
1. Pre-detachment Laramide thrust: open triangles on upper plate
2. Catalina/San Pedro detachment fault : double ticks on upper plate
3. Plated contact at base of metasedimentary carapace of core complex
(mapped west of Martinez Ranch only): single ticks on upper plate
4. Normal faults (both supra-detachment and post-detachment): barbells on
hanging walls
.
5. Post-detachment Neogene thrust (Turkey Creek thrust): solid triangles on
upper plate

B. Neogene Cover Rocks: Semiconsolidated and little deformed post-mid-Miocene gravel
units capping older rocks and structures but offset by the Martinez Ranch fault:
Tgm
Thv

Pliocene (?) "gravels of Mescal Divide"
Upper Miocene (?) - Lower Pliocene (?) "gravels of Happy Valley",
including separately mapped basal unit (Thb) of anomalous clast lithology

C Supra-Detachment Allochthon: Strongly tilted units cut by the Catalina/San Pedro
detachment fault system, and by associated supra-detachment normal faults that
delineate separate structural tiltblocks (Tpa exposed only south of Martinez Ranch
but other units form the Happy Valley allochthon exposed north of Miller Flat):
Tpa
Tmi
Kbi
Pzs
Xjl

Upper Oligocene to Lower Miocene Pantano Formation
Upper Oligocene Mineta Formation
Lower Cretaceous Bisbee Group
Paleozoic sedimentary formations (undifferentiated)
Lower Proterozoic Johnny Lyon Granodiorite

D. Core Complex Basement: Deformed (variably mylonitic) pre-mid-Oligocene rocks of
Catalina core complex structurally beneath Catalina/San Pedro detachment fault
Pzm
bee

Metasedimentary carapace (mapped separately near Martinez Ranch only)
Undifferentiated Pinal Schist (Lower Proterozoic) and gneissic rocks of
megacrystic Oracle-Ruin granitic suite (Middle Proterozoic) and
peraluminous Wilderness granitic suite (Eocene to Lower Oligocene);
includes fault slivers of metasedimentary carapace locally exposed just
beneath San Pedro detachment fault flooring Happy Valley allochthon
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